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Linda Glenn ran two popular sessions at
Convention on how conductors can really
improve their choirs’ singing. I asked her to
write this article to encapsulate her
innovative and practical concepts from her
singing teaching experience with choirs and
individuals.

It is a truth universally acknowledged that
choral directors seek to improve the musical
performance of their choirs. However, the
majority of choirs comprise willing members
who have never been trained to sing. (Nor –
often – have their conductors!) How then
should choral directors address the dilemma
inherent in this skill gap?

I believe that conductors must accept their
role as singing teacher for their choirs and in so
doing need to acquire some fresh skills and
concepts to make real progress. In this article, I
discuss some practical ideas about what technical
advice to give to improve choir performance.

The three initial buttons are:
• Help singers understand what fuel is – 

how to get it and how to spend it
• Develop momentum to get from one 

note to the next
• The conductor’s golden rule for 

diagnosing the cause of choral 
problem notes.

We discuss these in turn. But first let us look
at the conductor from the perspective of a chorister.

The conductor as god to the
choir?

Many choral singers are awed by the
unearthly skills of their conductors. Conductors
are superior beings with godlike gifts. They can
read complicated scores, weird time
signatures, hear wrong notes at 50 paces,
pronounce on how Elgar would have wanted it,
boss around orchestras and soloists, speak
that mysterious language of dominant
sevenths, second inversions and relative
minors. This is proof that they know. So when a
choral director says something about singing, it
must be true!

The vast majority of choirs are made up of
untrained singers. The only technical singing
advice many ever receive is from the podium.
But what singers don’t realise is that many
choral directors are also untrained singers. So
here is an interesting conundrum. The choral
director is in the position of singing teacher,
with immense power to influence the way
singers sing. Get it right and they are doing well
by exercising their duty of care over the voices
in their charge. Get it wrong and they could
knock two decades off their singers’ choral
careers thanks to voice strain caused by bad
advice. The danger lies in unconscious
incompetence.

Of course, not all choral directors are
untrained singers. But even some excellent
singers don’t necessarily understand what it is
they are technically doing. Then again, it isn’t
essential to be a singer to know about the
voice. It does help, though, to be able to
demonstrate what you want from the choir. And
learning about good voice production makes it
less likely you will demand the unreasonable or
the impossible!

So, what can choral directors do
to improve their own knowledge
of good singing techniques?

Take singing lessons is a short answer. But
failing that, find out about the basic principles
of singing to ensure that any demands or
instructions given are consistent with good
vocal practice. Remember: singers don’t make
mistakes on purpose. Their clumsy phrasing
and bad intonation aren’t because they are
unmusical people or stupid or uncooperative, it
is because they don’t have the know-how.
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What fuel is – how to get it and
how to spend it

A sung melodic line is ‘supported’ on a
robust and fast moving supply of air, which
acts as the vehicle for the sound. Some
analogies spring to mind. The first is the ping-
pong ball on a fountain. The ball is the sung
pitch. The fountain is the breath. A well
supported note dances and spins freely on the
ever-renewed support provided from below it
by the fountain. If the fountain is not
adequately fuelled, the ball will fall. The ball is
passive and free. The fountain is active; highly
charged; energised.

Bad singing is akin to someone holding a
ping-pong ball above a fountain but never
actually releasing the ball. The hand, in this
analogy, is the throat that wants to ‘control’ the
sound. When properly released the sound has
a resonance and a pulse that freaks out the
first timer. Beginners are terrified it will lead to
unrestrained vibrato, which it won’t. On the
contrary, undesirable vibrato is the result of
inflexibility and tension. The tight throat shock-
absorbs the effects of the fountain which is
then redundant, and switches off. A properly
supported note freely dancing on the fountain
is a far lovelier sound, resonant, rich, vibrant
but it feels much riskier than the unhealthy
held variety.

Risk is something I enthuse about. Allow
your singers to take risks. Reward bad singing;
congratulate flatness / sharpness and
encourage ugliness. Demand consistent
perfection and no-one will risk good singing

technique. Give singers permission to sound
ugly and their sound will immediately improve.
This is because they stop their misguided
attempts to ‘beautify’ and edit the sound which
is another name for interfering with its
production. Cosmetic strategies (such as
vowel modification and ‘cover’) can’t transform
or disguise unhealthy voice production.

I am genuinely excited by sharpness and
flatness. They are far, far better and easier to
cure, than good pitching for the wrong
reasons. All too often accurate pitching is the
result of the held ping-pong ball; pinched, dull,
thin, gutless, inflexible, unemotional, risk
averse and, yes, accurate.

Proper breathing is the key to
proper fuelling

All singing teachers stress the importance
of breathing. So do choral directors! But do
they agree?

Breathing in correctly is the key to finding
the fuel. The ideal in-breath is invisible and
inaudible. The comfortable but not over-full
lungs expand downwards onto the diaphragm
which, in turn, displaces the lower organs,
giving the sensation that you have breathed
‘into your stomach’, which, of course, you
haven’t and that you’ve got fatter, which you
have.

Breathing out while singing
If you are ‘singing’ you are spending air,

and if you are spending air you should be
sending it out from below. Whether going up or
down in pitch the muscles of your abdomen
will gently pull in and slowly flatten your
stomach. The quick release of these muscles
then pulls down the diaphragm again, which in
turn sucks air into empty lungs (though the
sensation is that it is into your stomach again)
effecting a rapid, silent, efficient
replenishment. The diaphragm is passive
during all this, and must never be tight.

The choral in-breath is often flagged up by
a sea of rising shoulders, a noisy sucking
sound and a visible dropping onto the first note
from above, often marked by a nod of the
head. This shallow in-breath involves a lifting
of the body of air up and off the diaphragm;
the very opposite of what is needed. This is

tantamount to taking a boat’s propeller out of
the water. If the breath isn’t in touch with the
diaphragm you have no influence over the fuel
supply from below. Consequently the out-
breath involves bearing down from above, a
tightening of the diaphragm and a squeezing
of the deflating ribs which pushes the sound
out through a constricted larynx!

How can the choral director
influence this first breath?

Reflect on the way conductors are trained to
bring in their choirs. The conductor provides an
up-beat, while simultaneously either saying
“breathe!” or breathing with them. Look at the
direction of the up-beat. There is the danger that
because the conductor is gesturing upwards,
the whole choir will breathe upwards, especially
when the well-meaning conductor has
exaggerated his breath to make it both visible
and audible to the choir! This is an example of
bad vocal practice which is led by the
conductor and has detrimental consequences
for all those who follow his example.

Develop momentum to get from
one note to the next

Consider the difference between a wide,
languid river (wide banks, slow flowing) and a
garden hose (narrow banks, fast flowing). The
amount of water in the hose is much less but
the current is faster. When you want water to
reach your furthest plants you don’t turn the
tap on more, you put your finger over the end
of the hose. The highly pressurised jet travels
further. The vocal pressure point is not at the
throat, but at the solar plexus; that point at the
front just below your ribs which hurts if you
prod it. This is where you find your diaphragm
and your emotions.

For fear of running out of air during a
phrase most singers misguidedly try to take in
too much and then use as little as possible.
This provides wide banks/slow flow, when
what is needed is narrow banks/fast flow.

Reducing the flow of air through the vocal
folds is tantamount to riding a bicycle so slowly
that you wobble and fall off. Every child who
learns to ride a bicycle struggles with the
speed he has to achieve before he is stable. It
is far, far easier to achieve agile manoeuvres
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Give singers  permission to sound 
ugly and their sound will 

immediately improve.“

“



through, or it involved a sharp turn in pitch, a
melodic bend. This has put a kink in the hose
pipe. Imagine a racing car negotiating a sharp
corner at a Grand Prix. It loses momentum. You
must accelerate out of corners! Bring this note
to the choir’s attention and remind them to fuel
onto it, through it and off it. This does not mean
it will be louder and stick out. Fuel and volume
are not the same thing.

Summary and next steps
So, we’ve discussed several techniques –

and used a few metaphors. Most of the above
has been the what to do. There remains the
how.

For those conductors who already know
this stuff – and will agree with it strongly – I
hope your use of it continues to help all
concerned.

For those who feel there is something here,
but are less certain, why not share this article
with your choir and take a risk on the result.
Most will be grateful that the agenda is opening
up.

For others still, maybe choir members,
perhaps sharing it with your conductor may
produce interesting results.

Whatever, if there are difficulties with the
how, then professional advice and help is
always available.

Good luck.
© Linda Glenn 2005
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when cycling fast; a fact which seems
ludicrously suicidal to the beginner. So it is with
singing.

Momentum is the secret of balance on a
bicycle, and speed of air across the chords is
the secret of good singing. Which of course
brings us back to risk. Singing on this fast
current of fuel for the first time is like cycling
rather too fast. The exhilaration of cycling and
the intoxicating sensation of healthy singing are
both to be found beyond that threshold of risk.

Make it matter. 
The single biggest difference between

successful and unsuccessful singing is the
extent to which the sound is emotionally
‘charged’; turning strings of notes into phrases
of music. Emotional commitment narrows the
banks. At first the sensation of narrow
banks/fast flow, is strangely alarming. It feels
as if you are spending more air because you
are not used to the sensation of such a current
passing through your throat. It feels wasteful.
But you are in fact using narrower banks, and
less air. You’ll even have air left over!

Almost all symptoms of bad singing
(intonation problems, inflexibility, stridency,
lumpiness, hoarseness, narrow vocal range,
uncontrollable vibrato, scooped consonants,
the need to take frequent breaths) can be put
down to insufficient current of the fuel supply.
Increase the speed of flow, narrow the banks,
ride your bicycle faster, and you will be
delighted by the results!

The conductor’s golden rule.
So here is a universal truth, the knowledge

of which will lead the conductor to the cause of
most choral problems, and, by tendering the
correct advice, radically shorten the time it
takes to solve them. If a note is flat/sharp or
ugly it is because the note before it wasn’t
fuelled enough!

To take a note out of context is to freeze
frame an arrow in flight. Wrestling with the
troubled note in isolation will only make it
worse. The problem always lies with the
approach. You will find that the note which is
failing was preceded by a weak syllable, an off-
beat, an insignificant note that was not fuelled

If a note is flat/sharp or ugly it is 
because the note before it 

wasn’t fuelled enough“
“

Finlandia
I always spend the month of August in

Finland and Estonia, and this year was pleased
to be in Helsinki for the concerts of Cantores
Novae under their excellent director, Vivian
Pike. They sang a wonderful programme which
included the Finlandia hymn. Following the
latter, a number of Finnish friends spoke to me
about the words which were used. Being
English, they performed the words that we find
in most UK hymn books. However, it was
explained to me that this melody was written
with an entirely different concept in mind, and
is a strong piece regarding Finland’s freedom
from being ruled by nations on either side. I felt
it was important to get the English words which
Finnish people feel are most appropriate, so I
contacted the organisation of Finnish choirs,
Sulasol. The hymn to the right is Sulasol’s

recommended version [a larger
copy can be found on the abcd
website].

If any choir is thinking of
visiting Finland or Estonia, I
would be very happy to give
them advice as to concert
venues, accommodation etc.

June Keyte


